Self-consistent, constrained linear-combination-of-atomic-potentials approach to quantum mechanics.
Variational fitting gives a stationary linear-combination of atomic potentials (LCAP) approximation to the Kohn-Sham (KS) potential, V. That potential is central to density-functional theory because it generates all orbitals, occupied as well as virtual. Perturbation theory links two self-consistent field (SCF) calculations that differ by the perturbation. Using the same variational LCAP methods and basis sets in the two SCF calculations gives precise KS potentials for each order. Variational V perturbation theory, developed herein through second order, gives stationary potentials at each order and stationary even-order perturbed energies that precisely link the two SCF calculations. Iterative methods are unnecessary because the dimension of the matrix that must be inverted is the KS basis size, not the number of occupied times virtual orbitals of coupled-perturbed methods. With variational perturbation theory, the precision of derivatives and the fidelity of the LCAP KS potential are not related. Finite differences of SCF calculations allow the precision of analytic derivatives from double-precision code to be verified to roughly seven significant digits. For a simple functional, the fourth derivatives of the energy and the first and second derivative of the KS potentials with respect to orbital occupation are computed for a standard set of molecules and basis sets, with and without constraints on the fit to the KS potential. There is no significant difference between the constrained and unconstrained calculations.